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For the Record was a Canadian documentary television series which aired on CBC Television from 1973 to 1977 and on
Global from 2002 to 2004.The format of the series included the following segments: current event story, segment on

issues/upcoming subject, reenactment of historical event, on-location investigation, and retrospective in the form of a panel
discussion. The series utilized the technology of the time, with the majority of the reenactments and segment on issues.The

show was hosted by Alex Trebek until 1976, and John Foreman from 1976 to 1981.The show was hosted by Ken James from
1982 to 1986.The show was hosted by Mike Duffy from 1987 to 1992.Guest panelists included Madeleine Meek, Robin

Skelton, George Bunting, and Warren Cariou.The show began airing in Global in 2002.Earlier, the program aired on CBC
Television.In July 2014, the CBC announced that the show would no longer be airing as the CBC planned to cancel the
series.In August 2014, the CBC announced that there would no longer be a Season 11 as the CBC cancelled the series.
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